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Abstract-Under the hypotheses that nonlinear operators have (K,p)-Htilder-type continuous 
derivatives, exact estimates of the radius of the convergence ball of Newton’s method and of the 
uniqueness ball of solution of equations are obtained. @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Newton’s method for solving the equation 
is defined by 
f(x) = 0 (1) 
x7+1 = r71 - f'(~J1f(~n), xo E D, (2) 
where f is a FreChet differentiable nonlinear operator defined on an open convex subset D of a 
Banach space Er with value in a Banach space Ez, and f’(zn) is invertible for each n 2 0. 
Suppose X* is a regular solution of (1). An interesting problem is to establish the optimal radius 
of the convergence ball of Newton’s method and of the uniqueness ball of equation (1). An open 
ball B(z*, T) c Er with center x* and radius T is called a convergence ball of Newton’s method, if 
the sequence generated by Newton’s method starting from each point in it converges, or is called 
a uniqueness ball of equation (1) if there is a unique solution x * in it. For the convergence ball, 
under the hypotheses 
references [I] and [a] g ive an exact estimate 7’ = 2/3K, respectively. When f is analytic and 
satisfies 
Iif’(‘.f”‘(x*))I 5 k!$-l, /x=2,3,..., 
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or f satisfies y-condition of order 1 defined by 
references [3] and [4] obtain the exact estimate T = (5 - &?)/4y, which has been improved 
recently under a more general Lipschitz hypothesis 
(If’ (XT1 [f’(x) - fWI( 5 1:::: L(u) d’lL, Vx E B(x*,r), (3) 
in [5,6], where p(x) = 11~ -x*1(, 2, = Z’ +7(x - x*), T satisfies Jl L(u)u& 5 ~(1 - J” L(U) du) 
and L(U) is nondecreasing. For the uniqueness ball, [5] estimates its radius for the f satisfying 
Jlf’ (x*)-l [f’(x) - f’ (x*)1 (1 5 J’“’ L(u) d% Vx E B(x*,r’), 
0 
where r’ is a positive number, p(x) = 112 - x*1(, and L(U) is an integrable and positive function. 
With different choices of L(U), results in [5,6] become ones in [l-4]. 
However, there are many interesting problems in the literatures, for example, [7-111, where 
instead of condition (3), (K, p)-H”ld o er continuity of the derivative 
Il.?(x) - f’(Y)11 I Klls - YllPI VJZ,Y E D, (44 
or 
llf’W1 [f’(x) - f’(y)] )I 5 Kllz - yIIp, v’z, Y E D, (4b) 
are satisfied for some z E D, where K > 0 and 0 < p < 1. 
In the following, under the hypotheses of type (4b) with z = x*, we estimate the radius of the 
convergence ball of Newton’s method and get its optimality for the function with a Hijlder-type 
continuous derivative. We also get the optimal estimate of the radius of the uniqueness ball of 
equation (1). A s we will see, optimal radii obtained depend only on K and p and are independent 
off. 
2. CONVERGENCE BALL OF NEWTON’S METHOD 
THEOREM 1. Suppose f(~*) = 0, and f/(x*)-l exists. If for all T E [0, 11, 
(If’ (xc*)-’ [f’(x) - f’(xr)lll 5 KC1 - T)” 112 - z*II’, VXE B(x*,T~), (5) 
where x, = x* + ~(2 - x*), 0 5 p 5 1, rP = d(l + p)/K(2 + p), then Newton’s method (2) 
converges to x* for all x0 E B(x*,r,) with error estimates 
11x* - LII I 8” 11x* - x011 , Vn>O, (6) 
where 
K 11x* - xoIlp 
(l+Py-l 
) O<P<l, 
‘= (l+p)(l-K~~x*-xollP)’ G= n, ’ p = 0. 
PROOF. It can be checked directly that (6) holds for n = 0 and q < 1 for all x0 E B(x*,rp). 
Suppose for some n > 0, Z, E B(x*, I/ x0 - x*11) c B(x*,rp) and (6) holds, then /lx* - z,ll < 
fl. By (5) and Banach’s theorem (see Theorem V4.3 in [la]), we have j”(~*)-~f’(x~) is 
invertible and 
IIf’ cx*) f’(xn)-lll i 1 _ K 11,: _ x,I,p. (7) 
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Since 
X n+1-3: * = f'(xn)-l [f (xc*) - f(G) - f'(X,L) cx* - 41 
= f’(x,pf’ (x”) i’ f’ (x*)-l [f’(h) - f’(G)] f&r (%I - x:+) :
(8) 
we have 
[Ix* -x7%+1 I( 5 l(f’(xJlf’ (xc*)11 i,’ (IS’ (x*)-l [f’(L) - s’(XT)ll( &- lb* - %/I 
K 
' 1 - K ((z* - x,# I 
l(l - -r)Pd-r 1(x* - T,,(ll+P 
~ o 
K 
’ (1 +p) (1 - K/Ix* - x,II’) lix* - xTL” 
l+P 
It follows from (5)) (7)) and (8) that 
and 
lb* - Xn+lll I (1 +&)p) (1 -El,,* - x,ljp) (8” Ilx* - xoll) 
l+P 
54 aTs+l (/XL - x0// ) 
K II%* - x,IY l/x* -x,+111 5 (1 +p) (1 _ jy l(2* _ x,llp) l/x* - XTLII 
< /Ix* - x,11. 
Inequality (9) implies that (6) also holds for R + 1 and 
xn+l E B (x”, /lx* - xnll) c B (x*, lb* - ~011) c B (x*,~p). 
(94 
Pb) 
By induction, we obtain x,, satisfying (6), belongs to B(x* ,r,) for all n 2 0, and consequently, 
limn+oo zn = z*, which completes the proof of the theorem. 
REMARK 1. It is clear that if f satisfies (4b) with z = IC*, then f satisfies (5). Radius for p = 1 
is ~1 = 2/3K, which was proved in [1,2], where the optimality of r1 is obtained. It is hard to do 
so for 0 < p < 1 under hypothesis (5), but we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose f(x*)= 0; and f’(z*)-’ exists. Zf for all 7 E [O,l], 
(If’ (x*)-l [f’(x) - P’(xr)]I/ 5 K (1 - 7”) 112 - x*11’. ‘V’XE B(x*,sp): (10) 
where x, = x* + T(X -x*), 0 < p < 1, sp = -$/cl + p)/K(l + 2p), then Newton’s method (2) 
converges to Z* for all 20 E B(x*, sP) with error estimates 
(Ix* - x,/l 5 q{(l+t")7L-l)'" 11x* - X"ll ? Vn>O, (11) 
and sp is optimal, where 
PK lb* - xullp 
" = (1 +p) (1 -K )/z* - q,lf’)’ 
PROOF. Suppose for some n > 0, x, E B(x*, /Ix* - x01/) c B(x*,+) and (11) holds, then 
proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1, we can obtain that relations (7) and (8) hold also. 
Hence, 
K 
’ l-Kllx*-x,~IP o J 
l(1 - 7”) d7 1/x* - x,,IllfP 
PK 
' (1 +p) (1 -K /lx* - z,jl’) k* - zn” 
1+p 
’ 
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where zTn = IC* + ~(5, - z:“). We then have 
lx* - Ic,+lll 5 (1 +p) (1 T$,x* - x,,,P) ( 
qy+PYwP ,lx* _ xo,,) l+p 
5 41 
((l+P)n-l)lP ljz* -zolj ) 
and 
PK 1,x* - 2, llP 11x* - %+1ll I (1 +p) (l _ K ,12* _ 5,11P) lb* - %II 
< 11x* -%lI. 
It follows that (11) also holds for n, + 1 and 
x,+1 E B (x*, (lx* - xn,,) c B (x*, (Ix* - xo,,) c B (x*, sp), 
then by induction as in Theorem 1, for all 71 2 0, x, satisfying (11) belongs to B(x*, sp) and 
limn+oox, = x*. Now to complete the proof, it is sufficient to find a function satisfying the 
condition of the theorem where Newton’s method from a point on the boundary of B(x*, sp) 
diverges. Let El = E2 = R, 
i 
K -tl+P 
-t+l+p ’ t 2 0, 
4,(t) = 
-& 1+p 
K(-t)lfp, t < 0, 
with a simple root x* = 0, then (10) holds since flp(x*) = -1 and 
l&(u) - &(m)l = K (1 - 7”) lulp, Vu E (-co, fm), 
for all 0 < 7 5 1 and for all 0 < p 5 1. Newton’s method applied to 4,(t) starting from 






-l+KtR n ’ 
+%I 2 0, 
n+1= 
P K 
n > 0. (12) 
-. 
1 fp 1- K(-t,)p 
(-t#+p, t, < 0, 
If to = sp, then t, = (-1)” sp for all n > 0. Hence, Newton’s sequence {tn} diverges, and sp is 
optimal. The proof is completed. 
REMARK 2. We can see from the proof that the optimal radius sp depends only on constants K 
and 0 < p < 1 and is independent of f. When p = 1, s1 = 2/3K as well. 
3. UNIQUENESS BALL OF THE EQUATION 
THEOREM 3. Suppose f(z*) = 0, and f’(z*)-’ exists. If for 0 < p < 1, 
Ilf’ (x*Y1 [f’(x) - f’(x*)1)1 5 K 115 -x*11*, Vx E B (x*,up), (13) 
where up = +‘m, then there is a unique solution x* in B(x*, up), and up is optimal. 
PROOF. If 1 y* E B( z*,up) such that f(y*) = 0, then x* + ~(y* - x*) E B(x*,u,) for all 
0 < T 5 1, and consequently, 
= +& ,/x* - y*,lp < I 
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from (13). Therefore, by Banach’s theorem (see Theorem V4.3 in [12]), f’(x*)-r [i f’(x*+r(y* - 
CC*)) dr is invertible. It follows that the equation 
f’ (W J,’ f’ ( 5* f T (y* - XL.)) CL7 (y* - 2’) = f’ (xy [f (y*) - f (Lx*)] = 0 
has a unique solution y* -x.* = 0, that is, y* = z*, or there is a unique solution CC* in the ball. On 
the other hand, the function $,(t) defined in the proof of Theorem 2 satisfies (13) and takes ZIYU~ 
as its nonzero solutions. Thus) uP is optimal, which completes the proof. 
As in Theorem 2, up depends on K, 0 < p 5 1, and is independent of f. ‘Theorem 3 shows 
that if f satisfies (13), then the distance between r* and the nearest solution of (1) is at least uI1. 
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